Plain bearing technology
Keeping everything in motion
The ZOLLERN Group
ZOLLERN is one of the pioneers of the metal industry. 3,300 employees at 15 production locations and seven subsidiaries in Europe, North and South America and Asia develop, manufacture and supervise a range of innovative metal products. ZOLLERN supplies sophisticated solutions for diverse applications through its business units drive technology, plain bearing technology, foundry technology, mechanical engineering elements and steel profiles.
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Plain bearings
Keeping everything in motion

ZOLLERN plain bearings – keeping everything in motion
Throughout the world ZOLLERN stands for high-quality plain bearings. The international competition demands innovation, delivery reliability, product quality and excellent customer service. Variegated designs of special plain bearings and multilayer compound castings adapt to the specific market demands.

A glance at our product range reveals that ZOLLERN produces suitable plain bearings for every application whether for the purpose of generating, converting and conveying energy in diesel and gas engines, gearboxes, turbines and turbo-machines or in other industrial applications.

The requirement profiles of the plain bearings in modern machine designs are as many as they are varied. It is not only the design principle of a machine but also its size and anticipated operating conditions which have a decisive effect on the design of the plain bearings used and their combinations of materials. A technically efficient, economically viable plain bearing system must therefore be specially adapted to the requirement profile of the machine.

A consequence of the development of engines and machines to produce higher and higher outputs is that the plain bearings must accommodate increasingly high static and dynamic loadings while, at the same time, still achieving prolonged durability in service. That is why the world’s leading manufacturers of engines and machines place their trust in our products and their quality.
Application
Engines and piston-type machines

Plain bearing shells
Thin-walled split radial plain bearings for two-stroke crosshead and four-stroke trunk piston internal combustion engines and for other piston-type machines. Generally used as main bearings, conrod bearings and crosshead bearings, and as bearings for camshafts and control shafts.

Thin- and thick-walled, split, combined radial/thrust bearings (flange bearings) as main bearings for all kinds of piston-type machines and as bearings for camshafts and control shafts.

Bushings
One-piece radial plain bearings for the piston pins of four-stroke trunk piston internal combustion engines and crossheads, camshafts and control shafts, intermediate bearings, rocker arms and items of ancillary equipment such as pumps – also as combined radial/thrust bearings.

Turbocharger bearings
One-piece thick-walled radial plain bearings with particular bore profiles for very high circumferential speeds and one-piece thrust bearing rings with special profiling for extreme axial thrust – also as combined radial/thrust bearings.

Thrust bearings
Thin- and thick-walled thrust bearing rings in split and non split design, and combined axial-/radial bearings (flange bearings) for crankshafts, camshafts and control shafts.
Application
Industrial and plant engineering

Energy conversion machineries
*Tilting pad and thick-walled bearings*
Radial/thrust bearings as tilting pad bearings for applications with high circumferential speeds or thrust loadings, or as thick-walled plain bearings with high inherent stability and special bore profiles. Principal applications are turbines, gearboxes, turbocompressors, fans, vertical generators, electrical machines, turbochargers.

Plain bearings type Z
Z-bearings are high performance bearings complying with the applicable ISO standard and designed on the modular principle. The broad application spectrum for the different types of bearings (pedestal, flange-mounted and centre flange bearings) covers electrical machines, fans, turbines and test rigs.

Hydraulic components
*Sliding elements*
Valve plates and holding down devices for axial piston pumps and motors subject to high loadings, with high precision geometry and plane parallelism, as ready-to-install elements or semi-finished products.
Engines and piston-type machines

Our production processes are aligned to the specific requirements of plain bearings for large diesel engines, e.g. crush height measuring, fineboring for large diameters or the electroplating processes, which are worldwide leading.

Our employees in R&D, production and quality draw their know-how and expertise from years of experience in the field of plain bearing technology for combustion engines and general industrial engineering.

ZOLLERN BHW customer service is available at all times. Whether to examine and evaluate a plain bearing or merely to provide expert information on plain bearing technology or tribology.

ZOLLERN BHW's test rig technology is unique. Thanks to the so-called two-pulse concept, combined with high stress loading frequencies, prolonged operating times can be represented in short-term tests («screening»).

Environmental awareness is taken into account by, among other things, a unique metal recycling facility with an adjoining quality control.
Plain bearing shells

- designed for internal combustion engines and other piston-type machines, but also proven in other areas of general industrial machines, e.g. gearboxes and roll stands
- with a ratio of wall thickness to diameter less than 0.06
- bimetal plain bearings in materials consisting of steel/white metal or steel/aluminium, trimetal plain bearings made of steel/bronze or steel/aluminium with an additional lining
- with steel supporting shells and bearing metal coatings of between 0.5 and 3 mm and linings of between 0.01 and 0.04 mm
- type of material selected to meet the requirements of the stress loading profile
- made in exchangeable halves. When arbitrarily assembled, the pair of bearing shells always fits in such a way that, when installed, the seat complies with the specified prestress level
- if required, compensation for housing distortion by adapted wall thickness progression to support the optimum bearing function, so that the inner diameter complies with a geometric shape which favours the formation of a uniform lubricating film
- tested with special crush height measuring machines, which we produce also for our customers. The crush height is the characteristic required to achieve the necessary prestress in installed condition
Bushings

• for universal applications in engine and machine manufacturing, in thin- or thick-walled designs
• available in various combinations of materials and dimensions from 50 to 800 mm
• made of steel/lead-bronze or steel/white metal by the compound centrifugal casting method
• made of steel/lead-bronze or steel/aluminium bimetal strip with welded joint, with electroplated lining as an option
• with precisely turned or ground outer diameter (between centres or centreless)
• with special external shape
• for piston pin bushings
• with specially shaped grooves for oscillating movement
• with precise concentricity of outer and inner diameters
• with defined eccentricity of outer and inner diameters
• with cylindrical bore or multi-lobe sliding profile
• with special supporting cradle for crosshead bushings without lift
Turbocharger bearings
• radial bearings for high circumferential speeds with 2-, 3- or 4-lobe profile
• thrust bearings with customized taper land profile for highest specific load
• also as combined radial/thrust bearings
• in fixed or floating execution
• predominantly made of bearing metals on a bronze base
• on request with additional sliding layer

Thrust bearings
• for the axial guidance of crankshafts and camshafts
• ready-to-install thrust rings and combined radial/thrust bearings (flange bearings)
• split and non split thrust rings
• solid bronze or aluminium or multi-layer materials with special linings
• thin- or thick-walled flange bearings
• materials and structure as for engine radial bearings
Industrial and plant engineering

Industrial bearings such as cylindrical radial plain bearings or multi-lobe or tilting pad bearings have long been traditional products of ZOLLERN BHW. The former factory in Herzberg founded in 1950 under the name of GMH started designing and producing so-called multi-lobe bearings at an early stage.

The first tilting pad bearings were developed in the 1970s (when the firm was trading under the name of Glyco). ZOLLERN is also recognized as a leading manufacturer of hydrostatic plain bearings. The development of the bearing clearance compensating system and its pressurising characteristics dates back to the early 1980s.

The staff in the design and research and development departments are continuing the company’s successful tradition in the field of plain bearing innovations and providing the customer with support appropriate to the latest state of the art.

The special designs of the respective hydrodynamic and hydrostatic plain bearings also underlie the fact that we have our own dedicated range of machines.

Our environmental awareness is reflected by, among other things, a unique metal recycling facility with adjoining quality control.
Energy conversion machineries

Thick-walled radial and radial/thrust plain bearings
- split plain bearings for general industrial applications, e.g. gearboxes, turbines and electrical machines
- thick-walled configuration ensures high thermal stability
- available in standard and non-standard sizes
- standard configuration in a combination of steel/white metal and diameters up to 1600 mm; non-standard versions in steel/bronze in diameters up to 800 mm, with or without additional lining
- processed to ready-to-install condition: scraping-in is generally not necessary
- with bore profiles matched to the requirement profile; cylindrical bore, 2-, 3- or 4-lobe profile, offset halves
- with hydrostatic starting aid if required
- with temperature or vibration measuring sensors if required

Radial and thrust tilting pad plain bearings
- for use at very high circumferential speeds or axial loadings and general use in machines such as turbines, turbo gearboxes, turbo compressors, fans and vertical generators
- dimensions and designs to ZOLLERN BHW standard or customers’ specifications
- configured for one or both directions of rotation
- with hydrostatic starting aid if required
- with temperature or vibration measuring sensors if required

Steam turbine with radial tilting pad plain bearings with hydrostatic lift
Energy conversion machineries

Plain bearings type Z
ZOLLERN Z-bearings comprise a series of high performance plain bearings complying with DIN standards 31690, 31693 and 31694 for a wide range of applications (electrical machines, fans, turbines and test rigs). The modular principle was consistently applied to the different types (pedestal, flange and centre flange bearings), permitting different modules from the system to be combined at any time.

The finned Z-bearing housings, which are made of nodular cast iron GGG 40, provide the optimum dissipation of heat. The spherical bearing shell support was chosen so that the forces generated are evenly directed into the lower part of the housing. The housings are therefore capable of accommodating extreme stresses. They are also supplied in insulated versions in order to prevent creeping currents.

If required, additional equipment can be ordered with the bearing, such as oil supply systems and monitoring instruments. If desired, all parts can also be supplied with inspection certificates (DNV, LRS, GL etc.).
Special configurations
- tilting pads made of the compound material steel/white metal (St/Z-BHW 37), in special cases copper-chrome/white metal
- tilting pad thrust bearings with or without levelling plates
- thrust and radial tilting pads can also be supplied as complete sets or as spare parts
- we will also calculate the dimensions, number of pads and oil flow requirements for your plain bearing design

Bearing metal linings and repairs
- as sliding elements for hydraulic machines, power transmission and other applications; made of compound casting as steel/white metal, steel/bronze or steel/bronze/white metal
- as ready-to-install compound casting sliding elements or prefabricated steel blanks with bearing metal coating
- coated by custom designed casting and application procedures
- ultrasonic bonding check and dye-penetration test for non porosity
- supply of high quality white metals for repair purposes or linings
Hydraulic components

Valve plate

Holding-down device

Control disc

Cross section of a Parker axial piston pump

Sliding elements
- valve plates and holding-down devices for axial piston pumps and motors
- made of the compound material steel/Z-BHW 46 for high loadings, pulsating and vibrating stresses
- outstanding wear resistance, even under exceptional operating conditions, such as cavitation, oil corrosion and lack of lubrication

- as ready-to-install parts and semi-finished products
- with dimensionally accurate geometry and plane parallelism due to double-sided grinding and lapping and by monitoring the dimensional accuracy with high precision, computer aided measuring instruments
The plain bearing – nothing new since Leonardo da Vinci?

While the principle remains unchanged, tools and materials, by contrast, are new and ultramodern. High precision computing methods, such as FEM and EHD, deliver data for design work based on the 3D-CAD method and, in conjunction with competent application know-how, give rise to the optimum solutions to problems – whether in respect of prototypes, individual components or mass produced parts.

Whether it be the design of a bearing for a new machine or engine associated, needless to say, with the appropriate choice of material, or an increase in the output of an existing machine, a tailor-made configuration always takes pride of place. Hydrostatic, hydrodynamic or elastohydrodynamic, the specific application decides on the appropriate technology.

Test rig trials serve to verify the proposed solution. ZOLLERN BHW possesses one of the largest and most modern plain bearing test rigs in the world, which permits all types of stress loadings to be simulated. Even specific preliminary development is possible involving the actual bearing housing.

Increasing demands on the efficiency of the bearings in modern engines and machines are our incitement to develop new plain bearing materials and designs. High stress loading capacities, prolonged durability and the protection of the shaft in the event of damage are just as essential development objectives as economical and reliable production methods.
Quality and environmental management

Customer satisfaction takes top priority – quality and environmental protection are our demand

For the production of high quality products and effective process orientation in any company, the introduction of a quality management system (QMS) is an indispensable prerequisite. For this reason, ZOLLERN introduced DIN EN ISO 9001 certification for the optimum integration of quality and environmental protection, with the result that the successful implementation of compliance with the standard is consistently checked by an independent certification company. Well trained responsible employees are essential for high quality workmanship and the continuous, successful striving for progress.

ZOLLERN meets exacting customers’ requirements and quality standards through the use of modern methods, procedures and production units. Our standards of care for employees and the environment are equally as high as our standards of quality. In this context, we do not only implement our guidelines on innovative ways and means of protecting the environment and our staff, but also regularly monitor and evaluate the effects of our activities on man and the local surroundings. Environmentally conscious behaviour is a duty – for everyone at ZOLLERN.
CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that

ZOLLERN # BHW
Plain Bearing Technology
Zollern BHW Gleitlager GmbH & Co. KG

with the following sites:
Allg. Lenggarter Strasse 111-118
38124 Braunschweig
Germany
Rolandsweg 16-20
37520 Osterode am Harz
Germany

has implemented and maintains a Quality Management System

Scope:
Development, construction, manufacturing and trading of plain bearings, plain bearing systems, and sliding elements for the construction of engines and machines and hydraulics.

Through an audit, documented in a report, it was verified that the management system fulfills the requirements of the following standard.

ISO 9001 : 2008

Certificate registration no. 002018 OM08
Valid from 2015-11-26
Valid until 2018-09-14
Date of certification 2015-11-21

DQS GmbH
G. Bleckenschmidt
Managing Director

Accredited Body: DQS GmbH, August-Schwarz-Strasse 21, 60433 Frankfurt am Main

Certification in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001:2008
4 continents, 22 locations, 3,300 employees.
Factories

Brazil
Zollern Transmissões Mecânicas Ltda.
Av. Manoel Inácio Peixoto, 2147
36770-000 Cataguases MG Brasil
ztm@zollern.com.br

China
ZOLLERN (Tianjin) Machinery Co. Ltd
No. 79, 11th Avenue Teda
300457 Tianjin Pr. of China
zac@zollern.com

Germany
Friedrich Bückle & Co. GmbH
Precision grinding
Flandernstraße 86, 72474 Winterlingen
fbg@zollern.com

ZOLLERN Rückle GmbH & Co. KG
Zaininger Straße 13–15
72587 Römerstein-Böhringen
rza@zollern.com

ZOLLERN BW Gießerei GmbH & Co KG
Rolandsweg 16–20
37520 Österode am Harz
bw@zollern.com

ZOLLERN BW Gießerei GmbH & Co KG
Alte Leipzigr Straße 117–118
38124 Braunschweig
bw@zollern.com

ZOLLERN Gießerei- und Metallbearbeitung GmbH & Co. KG
Hüttenstraße 1, 88918 Dorsten
zd@zollern.com

ZOLLERN GmbH & Co. KG
Heusteifstraße 1, 88518 Herberingen
zat@zollern.com

ZOLLERN Maschinenbauelemente GmbH & Co. KG
Sandweg 60, 88326 Aulendorf
zmb@zollern.com

ZOLLERN Aluminium-Feinguss Soest GmbH & Co. KG
Overweg 15, 59494 Soest
zafs@zollern.com

France
ZOLLERN TLC SAS
62, Rue Pierre Curie
78131 Les Mureaux Cedex
TLC@zollern.com

Portugal
ZOLLERN & COMANDITA
Rua Jorge Fereirinha 1095
4470 316 Mafra-Vermoein
zcp@zollern.com

Romania
S.C. Zollern S.R.L.
Ferma 20 FN, 317235 Pecica-Adâncata
zio@zollern.com

Slovenia
ZOLLERN Ravne d.o.o.
Koroška cesta 14
2190 Ravne na Koroškem, Slovenia
Sodihni register Ok.Sod. v Slovenij Gradcu,
SL:199521/00
zis@zollern.com

Automation
- Linear axes (payload: up to 10,000 kg)
- Telescopic axes (payload: up to 1,600 kg)
- Linear and surface gantries (nominal stroke: up to 50 m)
- Plant and system solutions (turnkey)

Mechanical engineering elements
- Precision steel shafts with diameters from 2 to 250 mm and maximum lengths of 8,000 mm
- Surfaces: ground, hardened, finished, hard chrome plated
- Finished to customer specifications

Slide bearings
- Metallic slide bearings for 4-stroke engines, 2-stroke engines, piston compressors and pumps
- Slide bearing shells up to 1,200 mm in diameter for
- steels/lead bronze, steel/aluminium applications and up to 1,600 mm for steel/white metal applications
- Bushings with diameters of up to 800 mm for steel/lead bronze and up to 1,600 mm for steel/white metal applications
- Use of solid materials, 2-layer materials and multi-layer composites with metallic or synthetic sliding layers
- Radial, axial and combined radial/axial bearings in fixed-surface and tilting pad designs for shaft diameters up to 800 mm
- Z-type housing slide bearings according to DIN 31690/31693 and 31694 for shaft diameters up to 1,250 mm
- Vertical slide bearings for shaft diameters up to 625 mm
- Industrial slide bearings to specifications for shaft diameters up to 3,000 mm
- Hydro bearings
- Valve plates, control cams, control plates, blank holder segments

Casting and forging
- Housings and fittings
- Marine propulsion systems
- Running wheels up to 6 t
- Cast rings up to 6 m in diameter
- Rolled rings up to 2.5 t
- Flat and round bars up to 11 m in length
- Anodes
- Components for jack-up systems
Investment Casting
- Complex components according to lost wax technique (investment casting)
- Steel alloys: max. 180 kg casting weight, 670 x 500 mm volume
- Nickel and cobalt-based superalloys: max. 45 kg casting weight, 760 x 580 mm volume
- Aluminium: max. 190 kg casting weight, 800 x 500 mm volume
- Directionally or single-crystal solidified components in Ni-based superalloys, up to 8 kg casting weight and 200 mm length

Steel profiles
- Profile types: hot-rolled, cold-rolled, cold-drawn, induction-hardened
- 200 materials with profile cross-sections from 5 mm² to 6,000 mm² (40 g/m to 48 kg/m)
- Surface roughness from Rz 5 μm
- Tolerances from 30 μm
- Near-net shape manufacturing
- Hardness values up to 64 HRC according to choice of material and technique
- Pre-finished components

Drive Technology
- Travel gears from 100,000 Nm to 2 m Nm
- Slewing gears from 3,000 Nm to 1.6 m Nm
- Planetary plug-in gears from 4,000 Nm to 2.5 m Nm
- Rope winches with planetary plug-in gears for lifting/tensile forces from 2 t to 280 t
- Planetary gears from 3,000 Nm to 1.6 m Nm
- Industrial gearboxes from 3,000 Nm to 1.6 m Nm
- Free-fall winches for free-fall weights from 2 t to 50 t
- Special gears from 5,000 Nm to 6.0 m Nm (spur gears, bevel-helical gears, helical-worm gears)
- Aerostatic rotary tables with diameters up to 1,600 mm
- Hydrostatic bearing systems (steady rests, spindles, guides, screw drives, rotary tables)
- Rotary tables and rotary table combinations for machine tools, table top sizes up to 5,000 mm
- Pallet change systems for machine tools according to DIN 55201 for clamping cones or zero-point clamping systems
- Torque motors with diameters up to 2,200 mm and up to 60,000 Nm
- Asynchronous and synchronous special motors to customer specifications
- Standard linear motors up to 10 m/s and to customer specification